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Rob’s Ramblings
Hi all, it’s hard to believe that 25%
of the year is now gone. It’s been a
quiet time for many businesses across
Victoria and surveying has not been
spared the slowdown.
The regional conference in Ballarat has
been and gone. Conferences don’t
just happen; good conferences are the
result of hard work, good planning and
a little luck. My sincere thanks to Gary and the hard working local coordinating committee for a job well done.
One highlight for me was the keynote address by a former Mayor and
current Chair of the Committee for Ballarat, Judy Verlin. As surveyors
we often fall into the trap of looking at individual jobs, small issues
affecting individual clients and the intricacies associated therein.
Judy spoke about the big picture. Melbourne is expecting major
growth, in addition to the urban infill close to the CBD, major growth
areas will include the north and west of Melbourne. Infrastructure
servicing for this new development continues to challenge all
involved. However, infrastructure can be much cheaper to provide in
rural areas and thus areas close to Melbourne are also expected to
experience significant growth.
Bacchus Marsh and Ballarat are preparing themselves for this growth.
The challenge is not just to have land appropriately zoned for
housing, but to do the big picture planning involving infrastructure
and community facilities. A great presentation.
A downside for conference organisers was that only 74 of the 114

booked in for dinner actually attended. An optimist would say that
the delegates were spending their money elsewhere in Ballarat,
thus supporting the local economy; others might suggest that the
conference was too close to Melbourne and delegates took the
opportunity to head home early. Our conference dinner was poorer
for their absence.
Our equipment suppliers once again showed their strong support
for ISV through their attendance and participation. Some great
new technology on display. As surveyors we tend to use this new
technology to do work quicker and cheaper for our clients. In these
tough times, our challenge is to use this new capability to create new
business opportunities.
The ISV Committee recently accepted the BIS Schrapnel report
after a detailed analysis by Alan Timcke. It does provide a big
picture snapshot of our industry, it gives us ammunition for use in
submissions, and it provides the Surveying Task force good data for
consideration of their future direction.
Rare events do happen. I haven’t delved back into the history books,
but I believe that fathering children has been a rarity for serving ISV
Committee members. Congratulations to Past President Scott Jukes,
he and Julie have a new son. Well done.
The golf day at the conference in Ballarat was poorly attended and
thus as a Committee we must consider whether to cater for golfers at
future events. Any suggestions for what else we should do? Perhaps
cycling? By the time you read this the ISV Golf Day will be over. I
hope it was a success, I intend to be an apology as I have numerous
other vices.
Until next time, work safely and profitably.
Rob Steel FIS Vic, President
president@isvic.org.au

We’ve been searching for someone like you!

Feigl & Newell
Professional Searchers

Professional Searchers of: Survey Information, Titles,
General Law, Crown Land Status, Historical (Environmental) Searches,
Covenant Beneficiaries
Suite 812, Level 8,
530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 3000
Box 2343, GPO Melbourne 3001
DX301 Melbourne

Tel: 9629 3011, 9620 7022
Fax: 9649 7833
Email: info@feigl-newell.com.au
www.feigl-newell.com.au
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Opinion
The Value of RE Surveys

Paul F Kenny Licensed Surveyor, MIS Vic
Questions are often asked about the value of an RE survey and
presentation compared to a title survey undertaken for a subdivision
or an application. Is there a difference or should they both have the
same legal value? My view clearly is that any survey that is undertaken
and signed by a licensed surveyor for the purposes of reestablishing
a boundary is legally the same no matter what you call it. RE surveys
purport to define the boundaries of a parcel of land. The surveyor
will/ should have undertaken the same amount of searching for
the survey as for other surveys, and will/ should have undertaken
the same amount of work to reestablish the boundaries. The real
difference is in the presentation of the information, which on an RE
can vary considerably. RE plans are not Abstracts of Field Records,
and are not required to be by direction of the Surveyor General.
However, presentation is not the main issue; it is the value of the
survey and can it be used to value add a survey such as a subdivision/
application, etc. Land Registry has not in the past accepted RE’s as
“legal tender” to support a Plan of Subdivision or other application.
This may be in the belief that not as much work goes into a RE as
would a Plan of Subdivision. However, in a previous life, I requested
surveyors working on a land acquisition project to produce REs as
an Abstract so that they could be registered in the event that the
plan of subdivision did not get approved for another 3 or 4 years.
This was done so that the Abstract did not need to be updated if the
plan took longer or if other surveyors wanted to use the information.
Unfortunately Land Registry would not accept this, and it was
necessary to change the heading of the Abstract from RE to PS No.
The surveyor’s legal responsibility for an RE or Abstract is the same
in both cases. He/ she are required by law to abide by the rules
and regulations governing cadastral surveys in the State of Victoria.
They both require Surveyor’s Reports to be lodged detailing how the
survey was conducted with the results explained.
There are no variations!
It is true that REs are not examined. However, are all Abstracts
examined and if this is so, what is the difference between them.
Again it will be argued that the difference is in presentation and
I agree with this comment. However, if the RE is presented as an
Abstract, then there is no difference in presentation and it may be
assumed, rightly or wrongly, that they are similar documents to that
of Abstracts for Subdivisions. The RE “Abstract” will show all the

same things as a “normal” abstract. They have the same value.
A recommendation would be that the RE surveys should consist
of an Abstract of Field Records with the appropriate certification.
The current presentation of a plan might help the client, but is not
helpful for other parties to reestablish the various boundaries.
If we agree that they have the same value then they are part of the
survey information package that should be used by the next surveyor
working in the area. They should not be ignored on the premise that
they have not been examined, as many of the old LPs were not
examined and we still use them as legitimate survey information.
If we choose to ignore them are we ignoring the credentials and
value of the surveyor who produced them? Do surveyors want their
work ignored or not taken seriously? By not using Res are we acting
as responsible professionals to be taken seriously in land boundary
issues? Do surveyors who ignore RE’s wish to dispute boundary
definitions if an RE was completed for building on a boundary?
Perhaps it is time again to review the rules and regulations governing
the undertaking and presentation of all cadastral surveys, so that
any misconceptions can be clarified and the professional has clear
guidelines to work in.
Comments are welcome and should be directed to Gary
White, Executive Officer, ISV.

The Committee and members of The Institution of Surveyors Victoria
acknowledge and thank our sustaining members for 2013

GOLD

GENERAL
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A Presentation from the 2013 Regional Conference:

Kevin W Porter former LS of forty one years & Local
Government Planner, reminisces.
RMIT 1963/65:
The three years I attended at the Royal Melbourne Institute &
Technology (RMIT) was probably the most defining time of my
whole professional life. My family, Mum, Dad, two older Sisters, and
younger Brother, with instilled Protestant Christian ethics, from a rural
back-ground, I had a very much Working-Class Technical School-Boy
outlook, and it showed. With this upbringing I had, and still have,
a very enquiring mind with the ability and stamina to grind my
way through the tasks that were set during those years, to which I
found tough because I was not only being educated with the skills
required to become a Land Surveyor, but also a Professional, which
is very different to being a Labourer or Tradesman. Looking-back I
was experiencing a form of “Culture-Shock”, that not only assisted
me personally, but to understand the point-of view of other people
through-out my whole living of life.
Even today, some 48 years on I can remember my final farewell
briefing from James Love (Head of Survey Faculty) saying to me –
You need to speak using the Queen’s English. Jim was right, I have
improved, but many rough-edges still remain as of today.
Another of these landmark comments was by Peter Davies (Town
Planning, Laws & Regulations, and Professional Practice, Lecturer) to
whom I owe much of my later professional success to, said to me
after my final year exams – I did not think you would have any
chance of passing. I was not a good Student, I worked hard whilst at
RMIT during lectures and alike, but had very poor study habits; I had
better things to do, like build boats, go fishing and being out-bush.
The one ability that not only Peter did not know about me, because
at that time I did not know, was I have the capacity to perform way
above my normal capability when under extreme pressure. This
ability has been my saviour many a time since.
Of the some 25 Students only 8 of us completed the course in the
3 years; many gained their Diploma of Surveying in following years.
Just over a month ago we held our first Class Reunion after 48 years:
Two are dead, 2 are still working, the remaining 4 are retired; all of us
appear to have been relatively successful professionally. The question
I posed to myself on my way home was, can RMIT expect any more
than that as an Educator? My answer after some thought was I do not
think so, in my mind they have been extremely successful, I know I
personally owe them a lot.
The licensed surveyor & equipment:
After gaining my Diploma of Land Surveying at the end of 1965, I
commenced duties with the State Rivers & Water Supply Commission,
Victoria, on the 17th January 1966. I was the first Surveyor with a
Diploma or Degree to be employed by the Commission. Up until that
time in Victoria to become a Licensed Surveyor, you were normally
required, once you had completed your Intermediate Certificate at
Secondary School (now Year 10), you commenced duties usually
as a Chainman, were Articled to a Licenced Surveyor (your Master
Surveyor), then in your own-time attended Night School, completed
a series of Projects, and finally sat your Victorian Surveyors Board
Exams, at the end of this process you would become Licensed. I
gained my License in 1968, formally resigning as a Licensed Surveyor
in 2009, some 41 years later.

1966 – John Farley LS & his Dog Kelly – Ned’s Corner,
Chowilla Dam – West of Mildura
In 1966, with a Diploma of Surveying I could gain employment with
at least a dozen organizations, I chose the Commission because I
could and was stationed up-country all over Victoria, until I resigned
in 1973, to work with Private Survey Companies in Queensland,
Northern Territory, and South Australia, until commencing a Survey/
Planning Practice in the South-Western corner of Victoria in 1978.
On the first day out in the field up in Gippsland surveying for the
Tarago Dam, I was told by my Surveyor, when crossing a Creek, If
you slip save the Theodolite first, then your-self; that is how it was
in those days, Occupation Health and Safety had yet to be invented.
When working with the Commission, my then Surveyor, John Farley
LS, where we were surveying acquition boundaries for the Chowilla
Dam, at Ned’s Corner, located in the Northwest corner of Victoria,
using a four Screw Vernier Theodolite, could complete the settingup, reading 2 faces both backsight & foresight and move-on, all in
2 minutes. On this same job we (three-man Party) could chain up
to 2 miles an hour, including placement of 10 chain & Corner Pegs,
fence pick-up, placing of Reference Marks and Trenching. Chaining
was a craft, we took pride in the way we carried it out, and hence we
ended-up with mathematical closures well within the required limits.
At Ned’s Corner I can remember chaining through a Dust Storm,
being up-front I could not see the Chainman at the rear, only 5 Chain
(100 metres back), but because we had been working together
day-in and day-out for month after month, it was usual practice to
communicate through the Chain, completing the measuring of the
boundary successfully.
I enjoyed working in country like Ned’s Corner, because of its isolation,
landscapes and wildlife, being part of a Survey Party that worked as
one making good progress obtaining good results. At lunch we ate
well, drinking hot Billy Tea within 5 minutes of stopping and then
eating the Chops, Ham Burgers and Sausages, which we called Rolloffs, because they had a tendency to roll-off the Spade that they
were being cooked on, into the fire.
Back in the 1960’s we had no electronic measuring equipment, no
Computers. What we did have was Chambers 7 figure Trigonometry
Tables (to which I still carry in my Satchel today because of the
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conversion tables glued inside its covers), and later if you were
lucky a mechanical hand-held Curta calculator (the shape and size
of a small round soup tin). My first memory of hand-held electronic
calculators that were used in the field was not until the early 1970’s.
Fax machines did not appear until the early 1980’s; Mobile phones
were not in-use, until the 1990’s.
The first EDM that I used was in the early 1980’s was a Sokisha Red
1A that cost me some $4,000, being the price of a Toyota Corolla
Station Wagon at that time, and all it did was measure the slope
distance up to about 3 killometres, I thought it was Christmas The
EDM heralded the one man Survey Field-Party.
The survey profession did not provide the town-planning
services the community demanded, which saw the birth &
explosion of the town planning profession:
Up until the mid to late 1960’s there was nowhere in Australia that
a person could study for a Diploma or Degree of Town Planning, if
you wished, you could in Great Britain. This situation changed in the
late 1960’s early 1970’s, when the Melbourne University (being the
only University at that time in Victoria) commenced their Degree of
Town Planning.
The Surveyor was the professional that designed and set-out the new
Towns & Villages, the Architect designed the Buildings & Structures
that were to be erected on the Lots created by the Surveyor. Up-until
the early 1970’s Town Planning Services were provided between the
Surveying and Architectural Professions.
Then the Subdivision Act 1988 was Gazetted in 1989, that
consolidated the Cluster Title Act, the Strata Title Act, and sections
of the Local Government Act, which required a Planning Permit to
be applied for and issued by Local Government Councils, to allow
most Plans of Subdivisions, where previously no Planning Permit was
required.
When I first commence duties as the Buninyong Shire Council
(now part of the Ballarat City Council) Town Planner, most Rural
Municipalities did not employ a Town Planner, the Shire Engineer
or his Deputy acted as the Town Planner. All this changed after the
introduction of the Subdivision Act 1988 that shortly followed the
Planning & Environment Act 1987, a year earlier.
The Kennett State Government, Local Government amalgamations
in the mid 1990’s needed to happen, because many Councils were
still operating in the 1800’s, they had not changed with the times.
Because of the way Municipal boundaries were amalgamated was
not only disastrous for the newly created Councils, but the remaining
Staff. Local Government some 19 years later have mostly recovered,
taking these years to replace the hundreds of experienced staff
and their vast experience, that were made redundant as part of the
Amalgamation process. In my mind we need to see another round
of Local Government amalgamations to firstly clean-up the Municipal
boundary messes that were created in the 1990’s amalgamations,
and to create Municipalities that are sufficiently large to be viable, but
this time keep politics out of the process, and to use incentives not
a bludgeon.
Because all of the above it created the need for Town Planning
Applications to be prepared by private enterprise professionals,
and to be assessed by the Local Government Town Planner. Since
the mid 1990’s there has been an explosive need of professionals
with Town Planning skills to service the massive increase of Town
Planning Permit Applications required to-enable the subdivision of
land. Logically you would think the Survey Profession would have
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automatically fulfilled this need, wrong.
Mostly the present day surveyor has not a clue how to
prepare the documentation that is required to support
an application for a planning permit for lodgement and
assessment by local government, and they should for
proposed plans of subdivision:
As an out-sider to the Survey Profession, these days, but as a
Local Government Planner assessing Applications for Planning
Permits to allow a Subdivision lodged by many Surveyors just lack
so much information that is required by the Planning Scheme. The
Plans are great, professionally drawn with all the correct detail, but
the lay-out design in many instances do not reflect the relevant
clauses of the Planning Scheme, which should be addressed in
the Witten Submission that is lodged in support of the Application,
and in particular those of the State & Local Policy Frameworks.
The Local Government Planners are not perfect, some are just
difficult to get along with, others cannot or are not willing to make
a decision, then you have others that cannot read or understand a
Certificate of Title, or an Approved Plan of Subdivision. Easements
and any mention of a Common Property on a Proposed Plan of
Subdivision, makes many Local Government Planners throw their
hands up in despair, because they really do not understand their
purpose.
In my opinion, what should occur is continual communication
between the Surveyor and the Local Government Planner with one
educating the other; Surveyors have a lot of valuable information
to pass onto the Planner, and vice versa.
It is my suggestion that if the Survey Practice is sufficiently large
enough, they employ an in-house Planner.
United Nations (UN) – food & agriculture organization
(FAO):
When still with the State Rivers & Water Supply Commission, Victoria,
in 1970, at the age of 26, and single, I was offered the opportunity
by the Commission to become part of a team of officers working
on a United Nations development programme in the Awash Valley,
Ethiopia, Africa. I was selected by the Commission to be one of
the original 2 Surveyors to survey 100,000 hectares (the size of
Metropolitan Melbourne in 1970) for ½ metre contours in the Lower
Awash Valley.
Many difficulties were encountered by Bruce Key LS (Surveyor
In-Charge) and my-self when we initiated the Field Survey. Five
Ethiopian Surveyors were hired after interviews, also local Labour was
hired for Chainmen.
Difficulties encountered were:
• Language: We had to learn the rudimentarys of the local
Dialects.
• Customs: To understand their customs meant you could
understand why the Ethiopians did many things differently to ourselves.
• Health: Malaria, Cholera, Dysentery, plus others had to be
combated.
• Climatic Conditions: Many weeks on end with temperatures of
more than 38ºC.
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• Isolation: Two days travel by 4 wheel drive or 1½ hours by light
Aircraft to Adiss Ababa (the capital of Ethiopia). We had good
Radio contact with Addis Ababa. Back in 1970/71 there were no
Mobile Phones, Satellite Phones, Computers to facilitate E-mails.
My means of communicating with my family in Australia, was by
Airmail, which was good only taking about a week.
• Diet: I never really got used to it, hence I lost a lot of weight.
I completed my original 8 months Contract, and had agreed to
extend my stay until the end of the Project. My contracting Amoebic
Dysentery and Malaria stopped me from extending my stay. Another
Surveyor was sent from Australia to replace me.
The Survey Project could only have been described as a complete
success, because it was completed on-time and within Budget.
I enjoyed the experience working on this Project and will never forget
what I saw and did. But there was one very frightening thing that I
discovered about myself, that being I was willing to kill a human in
self-defence without a second thought, but had difficulty killing a Rat
at home in the Wheat-Bin.
I was set-up on the top of an embankment reading a set of Bearings
on one of our Control Traverses, when I sensed movement; I
ducked, just in time to miss the head of an axe being swung by a

Local Tribesman. My blood was running hot; I chased him yelling
obscenities as loud as I could. I was Mad; if I could catch him I would
have killed him; that was my plan. Lucky for me I did not catch him,
because I would have killed him. Back at Camp, when resting that
evening, thinking about the day, I ran a fever thinking that I would
have killed another man, easily, that thought frightened me, and still
does to this day.
Forty years on in December 2010, my Wife, Heather and myself,
visited the Lower Awash Valley, during a Month touring Ethiopia, after
being able to arrange with the Manager of the Tendaho Plantations
a one day personally conducted tour of the Site of our Survey in
1970/71. The Site is nothing like when were there. A large Dam
has been constructed that produces Hydro Electricity, with the water
being conveyed by very large open earthen Channels to irrigate
crops. A number of small Towns have been constructed that house
two to three thousand Labourers each.
I have enjoyed putting the above reminisces together because the
process has brought-back many, many great memories, with the
conclusion I chose the correct career path, for me at the time.
Kevin W Porter
Town & Regional Planner

SRBV Board Meeting
The Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria convened on Monday, 18 March 2013.
Significant outcomes of that meeting are detailed below.

Professional Training Agreements
The Board approved the following Professional Training
Agreements:
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Patrick Wooldridge *

David Sidley LS (JR Edwards Land Surveyors)

Luke van Kruijsbergen

Paul Treloar LS (St Quentin Consulting)

Marco Quiroz

Marc Centofanti LS (Farren Group)

Aidan Green

Brian Watson LS (Brian Watson Surveying)

* denotes a PTA transfer.

Projects, Examinations and Assessments
The Board approved a PASS grade on the following projects:
Cadastral Law Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Leah Simmons

Bradley Terjesen LS (Millar & Merrigan)

Francis Goh

James Wiggins LS (Beveridge Williams & Co.)

Rural Cadastral Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Nathan Farrell

Andrew Harman LS (TGM Group)

Brandon Watson

Ben Couch LS (Accurate Land Surveyors)

Aaryn Portaro

Peter Turner LS (Intrax)
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Urban Cadastral Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Alastair MacColl

Leo Bateman LS (Taylors Development Strategists)

Myles Sewell

Sam Zuccarello LS (PM Kennedy)

Professional Assessment Project

#

Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Brandon Watson

Ben Couch LS (Accurate Land Surveyors) #

This project was incorrectly listed in the Board’s February 2013 newsletter.

The Board congratulates the above candidates on passing their projects and thanks their respective supervising surveyors for their support
and encouragement.

Professional Training Agreement Workshop (Traralgon)
The Board is pleased to announce that the next interactive workshop and presentation for candidates in Professional Training Agreements will
be held on Friday, 10 May 2013 in Traralgon.
Attendees will be given an opportunity to have a one-on-one discussion with Board Moderators on their Rural and Urban Cadastral Projects
and/or attend a presentation on the Cadastral Law Project and Professional Assessment Project.
Candidates wishing to discuss their Rural and/or Urban Cadastral Projects with the Moderators must be well advanced with and nearing
completion of their projects (i.e. fieldwork completed; advanced with the computations; detailed worksheet already compiled). Each candidate
will be allocated approximately 45 minutes to discuss the progress of their cadastral projects and obtain advice and guidance directly from the
Moderators.
As places are limited, candidates are encouraged to submit an expression of interest as soon as possible. Please contact Ms Camilla King,
Administration Officer (Training) on ((03) 8636-2693 or email camilla.king@dse.vic.gov.au for more information.

Newly Licensed Surveyors
The Board extends congratulations to the following candidates who were registered as licensed surveyors in Victoria after recently passing their
Professional Practice Examination:
Name

Registration Date

Registration Number

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Ben Johnston

27/03/2013

1974

Ken Toose LS (KR Toose & Associates)

Kyle Bracher

27/03/2013

1975

Geoff Ladner LS (Millar Merrigan)

Leah Simmons

27/03/2013

1976

Bradley Terjesen LS (Millar Merrigan)

Evangelia Dimas

27/03/2013

1977

Paul Reidy LS (Office of Surveyor-General Victoria)

Matthew McGrath

27/03/2013

1978

Paul Treloar LS (St Quentin Consulting)

Grant Parker

27/03/2013

1979

Andrew Smith LS (Terrain Consulting Group)

John E. Tulloch
Chair
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The workplace health
and safety specialists

SAFETY SYSTEMS
Since 2001, SAFETY SYSTEMS has been committed to
advising employers about providing safe and healthy
workplaces. Our experienced team of Consultants
provide an extensive range of consulting, training and
Occupational Hygiene services that are both practical
and cost effective.

Nationally Accredited Training
for...
First Aid
CPR
AED

OH&S Consulting Services for...

Anaphylaxis

Risk Management Programs

Confined Space Entry

OH&S Manuals

Confined Space Awareness

Safe Work Procedures

Confined Space Entry Refresher

Safety Audit Programs

Construction Industry Card

Risk Assessments

Manual Handling

Emergency Response Plans

Operate Breathing Apparatus
Height Safety
Fire Warden
Traffic Controller

Occupational Hygiene Services
for...
Asbestos Management
Asbestos Audits
Hazardous Materials Audit

PO Box 294 Bendigo Vic 3552
5442 5449
www.safetysystems.net.au
admin@safetysystems.net.au

Noise Surveys
Airborne Contaminants
Indoor Air Quality
Dust & Silica Monitoring
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ISV Regional Conference at Ballarat
on 22-24 March 2013
Bill Casey LS MIS Vic

with particular reference to a report commissioned by CSN.

This year’s conference was held at the Ballarat Lodge Convention
Centre in historic Main Road, Golden Point in Ballarat. Registrations
were similar in number to last year at Sale with 87 delegates, 24
partners and 15 trade consultants.

On Friday evening we adjourned with partners and trade reps to the
Garden Room at Oscars Hotel in central Ballarat for the C.R. Kennedy
sponsored Friday Night Networking Event - an evening of chatting,
eating, drinking and general enjoyment. The competition for bottles
of Moet and Johnny Walker generously provided by Gold Sustaining
Member C.R. Kennedy was particularly keen (and very noisy!). $350
was raised for the Royal Children’s Hospital Appeal and this donation
was increased to $500 by the Institution.

The motif for the conference was “Backsight and Foresight”,
and a range of speakers addressed this theme with subjects as
diverse as the future of surveying education at our tertiary institutions
and a reminiscence of the 1960s.
The conference opened on Friday morning with a workshop style
presentation by Paul Flood who is Managing Director of a Safety
Systems Pty Ltd. Paul led us through the development of a safety
plan for our own individual businesses.
The first afternoon activity was the official opening and keynote
address. ISV President Rob Steel welcomed delegates, partners
and trade reps. City of Ballarat councillor, Peter Innes, and former
mayor and current chair of the Committee for Ballarat, Judy Verlin,
introduced the delegates to the past, present and future of Ballarat.
We then moved into technical mode with DSE Ballarat cartographer
Peter Debicki telling us of the history, the present and the future of
map-making, particularly in Victoria.
Peter was followed by representatives of our 3 Gold Sustaining
Members, C.R. Kennedy, Position Partners and Ultimate Positioning,
who each told us of their company’s latest exciting equipment and
software offerings.
On Friday afternoon, the first of the Accompanying Person Tours
departed – via which, six partners took in Ballarat’s history, gardens,
monuments, majestic buildings and places of interest aboard the City
Sights Express!
For the final session on Friday, John Wigg of VECCI and Alexia
Archbold of Corporate Bodies International speak on workplace
health case studies; Adele McErlain of the CFA described the concept
and practice of defendable spaces in fireprone bushland settings;
and Phil Dingeldei, Chair of Consulting Surveyors National, spoke on
the future supply and demand position for the survey profession,
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Rod Deakin of RMIT University set things off on Saturday morning
with a talk on the impact of solar shadows from tall structures on
nearby areas, and methods of calculating their extent.
Kevin Porter nostalgically and graphically brought back many
memories for the older members with his reminiscences and photos
of his family background, RMIT education, and his long professional
life as an L.S.
We next watched a video produced by the Australian Institute
of Conveyancers on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the
implementation of the Torrens title system in Victoria. It depicted a reenactment of the lively debate which accompanied the introduction
of what was seen by many at the time, particularly of the legal
profession, as a retrograde step.
On Saturday morning the second of the Accompanying Person Tours
departed – via which, thirteen partners spent half a day touring
through Creswick, Daylesford, Smeaton and Clunes, on the Gold
Towns Express!
Technical Session 5 prior to lunch concentrated on “Repositories of
Old Information” with speakers being Paul Kenny on the SRWSC/
RW, Rupert Leigh on CRB/VicRoads and Ben Needham on VicTrack.
Surveyor-General John Tulloch brought us up to date with Surveyors
Registration Board and Office of the Surveyor-General matters,
and speakers from the academic sector, John Carnegie of GOTAFE,
Shepparton; Nicholas Chrisman of RMIT University (and alsocovering
RMIT TAFE), and Stephan Winter of the University of Melbourne did
the same for the tertiary education establishments.
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For the final session many of our now-weary brains were sorely
tested by Rod Deakin’s erudite treatise on traverse analysis, “sugarcoated” with Rod’s ever-present humour.
The General Meeting of the ISV followed, after which we retired to
beautify ourselves (the males, that is – the women were beautiful
anyway) for the gala dinner at the conference venue. The gathering
was addressed by guest speaker, John Fitzgibbon, General Manager
of Ballarat’s radio stations 3BA and 102.3FM.
On Sunday morning 4 golfers tested their skills at the local Buninyong
Golf Club, and the closing function was a BBQ lunch at the same
venue.
A special thanks to the Conference Program Committee: Bill Casey,
Adam Criddle, Kevin Flynn, Brian McKinley, and Rick Steele for
sourcing speakers, bringing the program together and chairing the
technical sessions.

Thanks also to ISV Honorary Secretary Kylie Jones and ISV President
Rob Steel for chairing the first and last (respectively) technical sessions.
See you in Launceston – 28 February – 2 March 2014
Editor’s Comment
It was disappointing to see that so many delegates chose not to
attend the dinner on Saturday night. The lack of attendance manifest
itself in the number of empty tables around the room, and showed
a lack of respect for the organisers, the guest speaker, and the
profession itself.
Fortunately for the attendees at the dinner, the food and wine were
terrific, the service was faultless and the company and speakers were
entertaining. If you come to Tasmania next year, make sure you are
at the dinner.
Peter Sullivan - Editor
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Section 99 Applications – Overlap Diagrams

Applications lodged under section 99 of the Transfer of Land Act
1958 are required to adopt bona fide occupation on all boundaries,
other than along road alignments. Abutting titles are often affected
and it is critical that sufficient survey work be completed to allow such
affects to be determined.
Where the title for the affected land is derived from the same origin
as the subject land (ie a lot on the same plan) this is usually fairly
straightforward. However, where the affected land comes from a
different origin then it may be necessary to extend the survey to
ensure this land can be properly fixed.
The amount of any affect on abutting folios is best depicted on an
overlap diagram. This will show the original title dimensions with
the occupation affecting this land mathematically laid over them.
The compilation of such a diagram ensures that the surveyor has
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completed enough work to enable the application to be processed by
Land Registration Services (LRS). Many surveyors already follow this
process and LRS intends to require that overlap diagrams are lodged
with section 99 applications. This may form part of the surveyor’s
report or be a separate diagram, either of which can form part of a
SPEAR lodgement. A simple example of such a diagram is attached.
The business is considering the inclusion of overlap diagrams as
lodging requirements from 1 July 2013. We believe that it is important
to gain industry feedback before adopting any such change. If you
wish to provide feedback, please feel free to email the Application
and Survey Branch at aps.branch@dse.vic.gov.au
David Wille
Manager
Application and Survey Branch
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01 New Year’s Day Public Holiday


Tuesday
28 Australia Day Holiday – day in lieu





Monday
Wednesday 30 School Term 1 commences

07 School Term 4 commences

06
06
22
27
28

Joint ISV / SSSI Seminar
ISV Committee Meeting
Glenelg Grampians Group AGM
Gippsland Group AGM
Murray Group Seminar







24 Seminar & General Meeting - Dandenong








Tuesday
05 Melbourne Cup Day
Wednesday 06 ISV Committee Meeting
Tuesday
12 North Central Group Seminar & AGM
Tuesday
19 Partners’ Get Together

Wednesday 07 ISV Committee Meeting
Wednesday 14 St Bede’s College – Careers Evening
Friday
30 SURVEYING EXPO
& ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Friday

Wednesday 01 ISV Committee Meeting

Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday







EASTER – Easter Monday
ISV Committee Meeting
ISV GOLF DAY
School Term 2 commences
Anzac Day

Calendar 2013

01
03
15
15
25

ISV Committee Meeting
School Term 3 commences
Murray Group Seminar
SURVEYING INDUSTRY AWARDS GALA DINNER





Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Thursday

10
15
19
27




Wednesday
Monday
Friday
Saturday

Monday

18 RMIT Major Project Presentations




Friday

25 Murray Group Seminar & AGM

Wednesday 02 ISV Committee Meeting

Friday






2013




28 School Term 1 ends
29 EASTER - Good Friday

Wednesday 06 ISV Committee Meeting
Monday
11 Labour Day Public Holiday
Thursday
14 Emeritus Surveyors Group Lunch
Friday 22 – Sunday 24 REGIONAL CONFERENCE – BALLARAT
Thursday
Friday




28 School Term 2 ends

Wednesday 05 ISV Committee Meeting
Monday
10 Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday
Friday





20 School Term 3 ends

Wednesday 04 ISV Committee Meeting
Friday




Thursday
05 ISV Committee Meeting
Thursday
05 Seminar & General Meeting
& Christmas Networking Event
Friday
20 School Term 4 ends
Wednesday 25 Christmas Day
Thursday
26 Boxing Day
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Volunteers required for Career Events
Have you ever considered representing the Surveying Profession and speaking with youth about what it is
like to be a Surveyor?
Here is your chance to make a life-long impression on our youth, plus support the long-term growth of our
Industry.
Take a look at our 2013 event schedule below and let us know if you can support any of these events. All the event materials will be
provided, however we also ask you to take along some Surveying equipment you may have access to.
Representatives receive the following FPET points for their time:
• Presentation at school or career event = 3 “cadastral survey practice” points (maximum of 6 points per FPET period)
• Manning a stand at a trade show, career event, etc. = 1 “cadastral survey practice” point (maximum of 3 points per FPET period)
Event Date

Type

Event

Time

02/05/2013
Major CareerExpo
The Age VCE & Careers Expo, Caulfield (see below)
			

Thursday & Friday 10-3 Saturday &
Sunday 10-4

23/05/2013

Career Expo

Careers Day Out – Goulburn Valley, Shepparton

9am-2pm

27/05/2013

Career Expo

Narre Warren South P-12 Careers Expo

10am - 3pm

30/05/2013

7 x 15min Presentation

NELLEN ICT Forum, Wodonga

10am - 2pm

13/06/2013

Career Expo

Newhaven College Careers Expo

10am-2pm

21/06/2013
30 min Presentation
Belgrave Heights Careers Week
			

21/6 at 12pm or
18 June at 3pm

26/06/2013

20 min Presentation

St Bernard’s College Year 12 Careers Day Seminar

11:50am - 12:40pm

18/07/2013

Career Expo

Pakenham Secondary College’s Careers Expo

10:30am - 3:30pm

31/07/2013

Career Expo

Diamond Valley Careers and Tertiary Expo

11:30am - 3pm

24/07/2013

Career Expo

Maffra Careers Expo

6pm - 9pm

22/08/2013

Career Expo Montmorency Course and Careers Expo

6pm - 9pm

Thank you to those who have volunteered for The Age Expo already. We are still seeking the following; 1 Surveyor for both Saturday and
Sunday morning, and 2 Surveyors for Saturday & Sunday afternoon.
If you can support any of these events, please contact Michelle on (03) 9326 8173 or trysurveying@alifewithoutlimits.com.au

ISV welcomes the following new members:
Josh Cummins, Gerald Donn, Terry Hamilton, Simon Mason, Darren O’shea, Wes Pye
DARREN O’SHEA
Darren graduated from the University of Southern Queensland in 2009 with a Bachelor of Spatial Science (Honours).
He previously attained a Diploma of Surveying and Mapping from RMIT in 1991. Darren has worked in the profession
since 1989 and has worked with numerous companies over the years in varying types of surveying. The early years
were mostly in construction, and included projects such as The Eastern Freeway extension, the Western Ring Road,
the Melbourne Exhibition Centre and Crown Casino. He finished his construction work with a year in Hong Kong in
1996 working on Chek Lap Kok Airport, setting out the taxiways and runways.
On his return to Australia, Darren commenced working for Watsons Pty Ltd as a cadastral surveyor. During his 9 years
there, he commenced his studies at the University of Southern Queensland in order to gain his degree. After 9 great years at Watsons, Darren
moved to Bosco Jonson where he has been employed since 2005. After 7 years of study whilst working full time and raising a family, Darren
graduated and immediately commenced a training agreement with Greg Williams LS at Bosco Jonson. After 18 months, Darren successfully
completed his training agreement and became a Licensed Surveyor in March 2012.
Darren has 3 boys and a girl all under the age of 10, and is grateful for the support from his family and Bosco Jonson over the years that have
helped to become a Licensed Surveyor.
Congratulations to Kyle Bracher MIS Vic, Leah Simmons MIS Vic, and Ang Dimas Grad IS Vic on becoming Licensed Surveyors.
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Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.23

Curly’s Conundrum No.24

Matthew Flinders

Invites you to
Launceston:
28 FEBRUARY 2 MARCH 2014

Classified Advertisement

WANTED!!
Bill Crane is looking for a controller for a total station that is interchangeable between a
Trimble and a geodimeter.
If Trimble then the id on the controller is....Trimble Geodimeter 600CU and is grey.
If Geodimeter then the marking on the machine is DR200+ and the controller is orange.
If any queries please do not hesitate to contact Bill at: ls-dsl@pacific.net.au
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I don’t know anyone with mental health problems
You’re just a bit down

You worry too much – just relax

Finding the cause will fix your problems
You’ll just have to live with it

It’s not my problem; I can’t get involved

WHAT DO YOU REALLY KNOW ABOUT
DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY?
Check out beyondblue’s quick and free
eLearning programs at
beyondblue.org.au/elearning
page 18
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ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND & TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS

Peter Speakman & Co.
Lawyers
Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146
Tel: 9822 8611
Fax: 9822 0518
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
Executive
President
Vice President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
President Elect
Immediate Past President

Committee

-

Rob Steel
Alisha Taubman
Kylie Jones
Tim Dole
Glenn Collins
Scott Jukes

Rob Bortoli, Tom Champion, Clint Joseph, Paul Kenny,
David Stringer, Alan Timcke, Brendon Windsor

SEMINARS, CONFERENCES &
UPCOMING EVENTS 2013
ISV Afternoon SEMINAR,
Mulgrave Country Club, Cnr Wellington and Jells Roads,
Wheelers Hill
24 May 2013
Hexagon 2013 Conference
MGM Grand Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA 3-6
June 2013
Contact: vicsurvey@crkennedy.com.au
Web: www.conference.hexagon.com
IGARSS 2013
IEEE International Geoscience and remote Sensing
Symposium
Melbourne, Australia, 21-26 July 2013
Web: www.igaraa2013.org
ISV SURVEYING INDUSTRY AWARDS GALA DINNER
Melbourne
27 July 2013
ISV SURVEYING EXPO
Melbourne
30 August 2013

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria
Representatives
Michael Loy & Rachael Musgrave-Evans

ACSV Representative
Alan Norman

Emeritus Surveyors Group Convenor
Ed Young

Traverse
Peter Sullivan & Gary White

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Alex Chernov, AC, QC Governor of Victoria

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Suite 207, 13-21 Bedford Street, North Melbourne Vic 3051
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect of
spatial science are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the ISV
Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.
Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in
respect of the opinion of any contributor.
Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors,
Victoria on

Gary says…
“Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be”

Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au
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Topcon HiPer V

Australian
Distributor

Get the Vanguard advantage
• Super fast lock
• High performance tracking
• Patented Fence Antenna
for multipath mitigation
Call for a demo today!
Campbellfield
03 9930 7111
Dandenong
03 9708 9900

Campus

Book in for civilcad training and learn:
• Software configurations & customisations
• Drafting, data processing and modelling
• Civil engineering design
Position Partners Campus offers targeted,
relevant courses for survey, GIS and engineering
professionals, with options for everyone from
beginners to experienced users.
Call or visit the website for schedules and to register
Campbellfield 9930 7111 Dandenong 9708 9900
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civilcad
training
Earn CPD
points from
every course!

